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mation is used to de ide not only what to optimize, but how
to optimize.
There exists a large body of work on olle ting ofine pro les [3, 11, 12, 16, 27℄, as well as optimizations
based on oine pro les [6, 17, 18, 20, 21, 28℄. Some systems [5,10,22,23,32℄ apply limited forms of online feedba kdire ted optimizations, however most of the oine work
mentioned above has not yet been applied in fully automated
online systems. The main diÆ ulty in applying these optimizations online is that they often rely on instrumenting the
ode to olle t detailed information about program exe ution, and instrumentation an ause substantial performan e
degradation. Overheads in the range of 30%{1,000% above
non-instrumented ode is not un ommon [3,11,12,17,18,28℄,
and overheads in the range of 10,000% (100 times slower) has
been reported [17℄.
An online system needs to exe ute instrumented ode for
some period of time, prior to performing optimization. The
overhead introdu ed by instrumentation makes this task difult to perform for several reasons. First, when instrumentation is expensive, the instrumented ode must be run for
only a short amount of time to keep overhead to a minimum;
however, being for ed to pro le for a very short time period
is not desirable be ause the pro le olle ted may not be representative of overall program behavior. A se ond problem
is that there must be a way to stop the instrumented ode
from exe uting, in order to prevent the program from running inde nitely with poor performan e. If an instrumented
method never exits, on-sta k repla ement [29℄ is needed to
hot-swap exe ution ba k to the non-instrumented version
while the method is running. Without on-sta k repla ement,
it is dangerous to exe ute high-overhead instrumented ode,
be ause it may degrade performan e for an undetermined
amount of time. Unfortunately, on-sta k repla ement is difult for optimized ode.1
We solve these problems by presenting a general framework for instrumenting ode that allows previously expensive instrumentation to be performed a urately with low
overhead, making it pra ti al to perform instrumentation
at runtime. Our framework redu es the ost of instrumentation by using ompiler-inserted ounter-based sampling to
allow ne-grained swit hing between instrumented and noninstrumented ode. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
rst general framework that allows arbitrary instrumentation to be performed with low overhead by using ne-grained
sampling.

Abstra t

Instrumenting ode to olle t pro ling information an ause
substantial exe ution overhead. This overhead makes instrumentation diÆ ult to perform at runtime, often preventing
many known oine feedba k-dire ted optimizations from
being used in online systems. We present a general framework for instrumenting ode that uses ne-grained sampling
to allow previously expensive instrumentation to be performed a urately with low overhead. Our framework does
not rely on any hardware or operating system support and
is fully tunable; the sample rate an be adjusted at any
time to mat h the type of instrumentation being performed.
By redu ing the overhead of instrumentation, our framework eliminates one of the biggest obsta les to performing
feedba k-dire ted optimizations at runtime. We present experimental results validating the low overhead and high a ura y of our te hnique.
1

Introdu tion

The rst wave of virtual ma hines with JIT ompilation relied on simple stati strategies for hoosing ompilation targets, typi ally ompiling ea h method with a xed set of
optimizations the rst time it was invoked. Examples of
su h virtual ma hines in lude [1, 14, 19, 25, 33, 39℄. A se ond
wave of more sophisti ated virtual ma hines [5,23,30,31,34℄
moved beyond this simple strategy by adaptively sele ting
a subset of all methods for optimization, attempting to fous optimization e ort on program hot spots. This sele tive optimization approa h avoids the overhead of optimizing all methods, yielding larger performan e improvements
for shorter running programs [7℄.
Long running appli ations, su h as server appli ations,
will easily amortize the ost of optimizing all methods, for
any reasonable level of optimization. For these appli ations
the most substantial performan e improvements will ome
from feedba k-dire ted optimizations, where pro ling infor Funded, in part, by IBM T.J. Watson Resear h Center and NSF
grant CCR-9808607. Currently, Matthew Arnold is an intern at Watson and Barbara Ryder is on sabbati al leave at Watson.

1 A JVM will most likely perform instrumentation in optimized
ode, as the exe ution patterns of optimized ode an di er substantially from unoptimized ode.
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Our framework o ers the following advantages:
 Instrumentation an be performed for a longer period
of time while ausing only minimal performan e degradation, allowing previously expensive instrumentation
te hniques to be used at runtime, even without the
ability to perform on-sta k repla ement.
 The framework is tunable, allowing the tradeo

between overhead and a ura y to be adjusted easily at
runtime.

 Most instrumentation te hniques an be plugged into

our framework without needing any modi ation.
Overhead is ontrolled entirely by the framework, allowing implementors of instrumentation te hniques to
on entrate on developing new te hniques qui kly and
orre tly, rather than fo using on minimizing overhead.
Figure 1: A high level view of an instrumented method generated by our framework. A se ond version of the ode is
introdu ed, alled the he king ode, whi h is minimally instrumented to allow ontrol to transfer in and out of the
instrumented ode in ne-grained and ontrolled manner.

 Multiple types of instrumentation an be used together

simultaneously, without the normal on ern for overhead. This allows an adaptive system to perform several forms of instrumentation while re ompiling the
method only on e.

 The framework does not rely on any hardware or op-

erating system support.

monitor a sample ondition. When the sample ondition is
true, a sample is triggered and ontrol jumps to instrumented
ode, rather than ontinuing in the he king ode. Che ks
are pla ed on all method entries and ba kward bran hes
(whi h will be referred to as ba kedges) in the he king ode.
This pla ement of the he ks ensures that (a) only a bounded
amount of exe ution o urs between he ks, and (b) all ode
has the opportunity to be sampled.
The instrumented ode is also modi ed so that there are
no ba kedges within the instrumented ode (also shown in
Figure 2). Instead, all ba kedges in the instrumented ode
transfer ontrol ba k to the he king ode, ensuring that
only a bounded amount of time is spent in the instrumented
ode during ea h sample.
This framework has several desirable properties. First,
the ratio of time spent in instrumented ode vs. he king
ode an be ontrolled by hanging the rate at whi h the
sample ondition is true. The sample rate an be adjusted,
depending on the ost of the parti ular instrumentation being applied, to keep overhead to a minimum.
An important property of our framework is that the
he king ode performs he ks on method entries and
ba kedges only; thus the number of he ks exe uted is independent of the instrumentation being performed. We refer
to this property as Invariant 1 for ease of referen e.

 The framework is deterministi , whi h simpli es de-

bugging. Running an appli ation twi e will result in
identi al pro les, assuming the appli ation itself is deterministi .
We validate the framework using the Jalape~no JVM [2℄
by providing experimental eviden e of the overhead and a ura y when applied to two types of instrumentation. Our
results show that high a ura y an be a hieved (95{99%
overlap with a perfe t pro le) with low overhead, (averaging 4% with a naive implementation).
Se tion 2 des ribes the instrumentation framework in detail. Se tion 3 des ribes two variations designed to redu e
the spa e required by the framework. Se tion 4 des ribes
an experimental evaluation of the overhead and a ura y of
our te hnique. Se tions 5 and 6 dis uss related work and
on lusions, respe tively.
2

Sampling Framework

This se tion des ribes our sampling framework. Se tion 2.1
dis usses existing sampling me hanisms, and Se tion 2.2 des ribes ounter-based sampling, the me hanism used to trigger samples in our framework.
Our framework essentially transforms an instrumented
method that has high overhead, into a modi ed instrumented method that has low overhead. This is a omplished
by introdu ing a se ond version of the ode, alled the he king ode, within the instrumented method, as shown in Figure 1. The he king ode is almost identi al to the original
ode, but is modi ed slightly to allow exe ution to swap
ba k and forth between the he king ode and instrumented
ode in a ne-grained, ontrolled manner. On regular sample intervals, exe ution moves into the instrumented ode
for a small, bounded amount of time. Overhead is kept to a
minimum by ensuring that the majority of exe ution o urs
in the he king ode.
The swit hing between the he king and instrumented
ode is illustrated in Figure 2. The he king ode has onditional bran hes inserted (whi h we refer to as he ks) that

The number of he ks exe uted in the he king
ode is less than or equal to the number of ba kedges and
methods entries exe uted, independent of the instrumentation being performed by the instrumented ode.
Invariant 1

Our framework allows expensive instrumentation to be
performed at runtime even without the ability to perform
on-sta k repla ement. If an instrumented method gets stu k
on the sta k, setting the sample ondition permanently to
false will ensure that exe ution remains in the he king ode.
Exe ution will not swit h ba k to a totally non-instrumented
version of the ode until the method exits (nor an a newly
optimized version of the ode exe ute); however, the overhead of the he king ode is small enough to be of little
on ern, espe ially ompared to the ost of instrumentation.
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framework, timer interrupts ould be used to set a \trigger
bit" that is monitored by the he ks in the he king ode.
This approa h | of he king a timer-set bit | has been used
previously (Self-91 [19℄, Jalape~no [2℄) to determine when
system servi es should be performed
One drawba k of relying on a timer interrupt is that
the sample rate is limited by the frequen y of the interrupt, whi h may be a problem when sampling on the level
of basi blo ks or instru tions. A more serious drawba k is
that when used in our framework, this te hnique would not
produ e a proper distribution of exe ution in instrumented
ode. Our framework does not take a sample immediately
upon re eiving the timer interrupt, but instead jumps to instrumented ode only after the next he k in the he king
ode is rea hed. Any sequen e of instru tions that exe utes
for a long time (due to an I/O operation, et .) has a high
probability of having a timer interrupt issued during its exe ution, whi h, in turn, auses the next sequen e of instru tions to be sampled. Se tion 4.2 on rms that this improper
attribution of samples, as well as the low sample frequen y,
substantially redu es the a ura y of our framework.
DCPI [4℄ des ribes a sampling system that uses interrupts generated by the performan e ounters on the ALPHA pro essor, allowing a very high sample rate (5200 samples/se on a 333-MHz pro essor). This te hnique ould
be in orporated into our framework by using the high frequen y interrupt to set the trigger bit that is monitored by
the he king ode. However, similar to the timer-interrupt,
this te hnique would improperly attribute samples in our
framework. In addition, this te hnique requires hardware
performan e ounters that signal interrupts upon over ow,
a feature not available on all ar hite tures.
To obtain an a urate distribution of samples in our
framework, the number of times ea h he k (in the he king
ode) triggers a sample should be proportional to the number of times that parti ular he k is exe uted. Sin e we do
not know of a performan e ounter that ounts ba kedges
and method entries, our framework performs the ounting
in software, as des ribed in the next se tion.

Figure 2: Illustration of the ow of ontrol between the
he king ode and instrumented ode. All method entries
and ba kedges in the he king ode ontain a onditional
bran h that jumps to the instrumented ode when a sample
ondition is true. All ba kedges in the instrumented ode
are modi ed to return to the he king ode.
Of ourse, there are some di eren es between exhaustive and sampled instrumentation. For example, exhaustive
instrumentation an be used to establish that a parti ular
event never o ured during the pro led interval, whereas
this is not possible with a sampled pro le. Nevertheless,
it is unlikely that this type of fun tionality is useful for an
adaptive JVM; even when an event will not o ur during the
pro ling interval, this does not guarantee that the event does
not o ur in the future. Most ommon pro ling te hniques
(su h as basi blo k pro ling, intrapro edural path pro ling,
eld a ess pro ling, value pro ling, et .) are designed to
ount some sort of event with the goal of identifying events
that o ur most frequently. These types of instrumentation
need no modi ation in our sampling framework.
More omplex pro ling te hniques may assume that
events are observed exhaustively, su h as [3℄, whi h updates
a ontext-sensitive data stru ture on all method entries and
exits. Pro ling te hniques su h as these will need to be
modi ed to produ e a urate results in our sampling framework; work su h as [8, 38℄ are examples of how this an be
a hieved.
2.1

2.2

Compiler-inserted

ounter-based sampling

Counting a parti ular event and sampling when the ounter
rea hes a threshold (whi h we refer to as ounter-based sampling) is an e e tive way of triggering samples proportionally to the frequen y of that event. This is the fundamental
prin iple behind the a ura y of DCPI [4℄, where performan e ounters ount instru tion y les, thus sampling instru tions proportionally to their exe ution frequen y. However, it may be desirable to sample events for whi h there
is no ounter-based hardware interrupt available, as is the
ase with our framework, whi h needs to ount ba kedges
and method entries. DCPI approximated frequen ies of
non- ounted events (intrapro edural edges) using ow onstraints, and showed the a ura y obtained to be inferior to
the a ura y of ounted events.
To obtain high a ura y when no hardware ounting support is available, we propose implementing a ounter-based
trigger in software by having the ompiler insert ode to
de rement and he k a global ounter as shown in Figure 3.
The ounter variable is named globalCounter to emphasize that there is only one ounter for the whole program.
We all this te hnique ompiler-inserted ounter-based sampling. There are several options for implementing su h an
approa h; the simplest is to exe ute the ode exa tly as
shown in Figure 3 ea h time an event o urs. The ounter

Trigger me hanisms

The framework relies on a trigger to determine when exeution should transfer into the instrumented ode. To keep
overhead low, samples must be taken infrequently enough
to ensure that the majority of exe ution remains in the
he king ode. However, to ensure a ura y, samples must
be taken frequently enough to allow a reasonable sample
set to be olle ted. Even more importantly, samples must
be triggered in a statisti ally a urate manner; that is,
the basi blo ks in the instrumented ode must be exeuted proportionally to their exe ution frequen y in the noninstrumented ode.
One approa h for triggering samples is to use some type
of hardware or operating system timer interrupt. In our
3

globalCounter--;
if (globalCounter == 0) {
takeSample();
globalCounter = resetValue;
}

Figure 3: Code inserted for a ounter-based he k
variable (globalCounter) will most likely be in a register, or
in the a he, and the bran h will be predi ted (not taken),
therefore the performan e overhead should be low. Su h an
approa h was implemented in Jalape~no, pla ing the ode in
Figure 3 on all ba kedges and method entries; the he king overhead averaged 3.6% (for exe uting the he ks only,
when no samples were taken). A detailed des ription of the
overhead is in luded in Se tion 4.2.
As long as the overhead of the ounting and he king is
kept to a minimum, the advantages of ompiler- ontrolled
ounter-based sampling are numerous. First, it is extremely
simple to implement, and allows high frequen y sample rates
that an be adjusted at runtime. Se ond, it does not rely
on any hardware or operating system support.2 Finally,
ounter-based he ks trigger samples deterministi ally, reating reprodu ible sampling results, aiding in debugging.
Certain ar hite tures may have instru tions that an be
used to redu e the ost of ounter-based he ks. For example, the PowerPC ar hite ture has a de rement-and- he k
instru tion that de rements a ount register, ompares it
against zero, and performs a onditional bran h, allowing
the ode in Figure 3 to be exe uted in one instru tion.
VLIW and supers alar ar hite tures may also be able to
hide the ost of the he ks in unused y les.
There may also be ompiler spe i te hniques that an
further redu e the overhead of the he ks. For example, in
Jalape~no, all ba kedges and method entries ontain yieldpoints that he k whether it's time for the exe uting ode
to yield to the thread s heduler. The PowerPC de rementand- he k instru tion des ribed above an be used to implement the semanti s of both the ounter-based he k and the
yield point, without in reasing the number of instru tions
exe uted.3 Although this example is spe i to Jalape~no,
the ounter-based he ks are simple enough that, by using
any available hardware instru tions and ompiler-spe i
te hniques, it may be possible to implement the he ks with
extremely low, or even no overhead.
3

Figure 4: Removing non-instrumented nodes from the instrumented version an in rease the number of he ks exeuted. Dark nodes represent basi blo ks ontaining instrumentation. (A) represents an instrumented version with all
basi blo ks dupli ated. (B) shows an instrumented version
where the non-instrumented node is not dupli ated. Note
the extra he k (diamond) in the he king version of (B).
In s enarios where instrumentation is sparse, ideally only
those nodes ontaining instrumentation would need to be
dupli ated. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to remove a non-instrumented node from the instrumented ode
without violating Invariant 1. As shown in Figure 4, when
the non-instrumented node is removed from the instrumented ode, an additional he k must be added to allow
the se ond instrumented node to be sampled.
There are many possible spa e saving variations of our
framework. Two su h variations, Variation-1 and Variation2, are presented below. The original framework des ribed in
Se tion 2 will hereafter be referred to as Variation-0.
3.1

Variation-1

The goal of Variation-1 is to remove as many noninstrumented basi blo ks from the instrumented ode as
possible without violating Invariant 1. Two types of nodes
in the instrumented ode are de ned: top-nodes and bottomnodes, both of whi h an be removed from the instrumented
ode without invalidating Invariant 1. Both types of nodes
are de ned on the instrumented ode DAG, whi h is the instrumented ode with all ba kedges removed.
A bottom-node is de ned to be any non-instrumented
node, n, in the instrumented ode DAG su h that no instrumented nodes are rea hable from n.
All bottom-nodes an be removed from the instrumented
ode without violating Invariant 1, be ause on e a bottomnode is exe uted, no further instrumentation will be performed without returning to the he king ode rst. Any
edge in the instrumented ode that previously onne ted an
instrumented node to a bottom-node needs to be adjusted
to bran h to the orresponding node in the he king ode.
A top-node is de ned to be any non-instrumented node,
n, in the instrumented ode DAG su h that no path from
entry to n ontains an instrumented node. All top-nodes an
be removed from the instrumented ode without violating
Invariant 1; however, the following two adjustments must
be made:

Spa e saving variations

The framework des ribed in Se tion 2 uses two versions
( he king and instrumented) of ea h instrumented method,
thus requiring twi e as mu h spa e. The instrumentation
should not a e t lo ality, be ause the instrumented ode is
exe uted infrequently and an be pla ed somewhere out of
the ommon path; however, doubling the size of the method
will double the spa e onsumed by the instrumented ode,
and also in rease (but not double4 ) ompile time.
2 Although hardware and O.S. te hniques may be used to lower the
overhead of the he ks, no support from either is required.
3 Some existing uses of the PowerPC ount register would need to
be modi ed, whi h ould potentially introdu e overhead indire tly.
4 If the instrumentation is performed on optimized ode, the \doubling" of all nodes ould be performed after optimization has taken
pla e. Moreover, instrumentation is likely to be performed in ode
that is optimized at the highest level, thus the ost of doubling all
nodes would be small ompared to optimization time.

1. In the he king ode, all he ks that bran h to a topnode should be removed.

4

Figure 6: Example of Variation-2, showing one basi blo k
ontaining two instrumented instru tions. No ode is dupli ated, but he ks are pla ed on all instrumentation operations. Invariant 1 is violated sin e there ould be more
than one he k per loop iteration. However, the number of
he ks exe uted ould also be less than with Variation-0 if
instrumentation is sparse.

Figure 5: Example of Variation-1 after top-nodes and
bottom-nodes are removed. The he k after method entry
is removed be ause it bran hed to a top-node. A he k is
added to the edge exiting the basi blo k labeled \1" be ause
the orresponding edge in instrumented ode onne ted a
top-node to an instrumented node. The edges labeled \2"
and \3" now lead ba k to he king ode be ause they previously onne ted an instrumented node and a bottom-node.

Unlike Variation-1, Variation-2 will not perform instrumentation identi al to Variation-0. With Variation-0, a sample auses exe ution in that method to remain in instrumented ode until the next ba kedge is rea hed, whereas
in Variation-2, a sample triggers only one instrumentation
operation to be performed. Although they perform the instrumentation in a slightly di erent manner, they both exe ute the instrumented instru tions proportionally to their
exe ution frequen y, resulting in a urate sampling results,
as demonstrated empiri ally in Se tion 4.2.
The only drawba k of Variation-2 is that it may exeute more he ks at runtime than the previous variations.
The overhead for exe uting the additional he ks introdu ed
by this te hnique may be signi ant if there are a substantial number of instrumentation operations per loop iteration. However, the number of he ks exe uted ould also be
redu ed if instrumentation operations o ur less frequently
than ba kedges and method alls. In any ase, the overhead
is likely to be less than the overhead of full instrumentation
(as shown in Se tion 4.2), making Variation-2 useful when
a redu tion in spa e is important. Variation-2 is also the
easiest to implement, as it involves no ode dupli ation.
Combining Variation-1 and Variation-2 is also a possibility, allowing some ode to be dupli ated, while exe uting
some additional he ks at runtime. Exa tly whi h variation
(or a ombination thereof) should be used depends on the
type of instrumentation being performed and the time and
spa e onstraints that must be satis ed. A reasonable approa h for a JVM would be to ll the instrumented version
with all desired instrumentation, and let it run for a while
at a low sample rate. Variation-0 would probably be the
best hoi e for this s enario, sin e most of the basi blo ks
would ontain instrumentation.

2. In the instrumented ode, for every edge that previously onne ted a top-node to an instrumented node,
the orresponding edge in the he king ode should
have a he k added.
Figure 5 revisits the ode from Figure 2, but with
Variation-1 updates applied, assuming that only the two
shaded nodes ontain instrumentation. The he k after
method entry is removed be ause it would have bran hed to
a top-node. A he k is added to the edge exiting the basi
blo k labeled \1" be ause the orresponding edge in the instrumented ode onne ted a top-node to an instrumented
node. In this parti ular example, the two he ks an be
ombined into one. The edges labeled \2" and \3" now lead
ba k to he king ode be ause they previously onne ted an
instrumented node and a bottom-node.
This te hnique eliminates as many nodes as possible
without violating Invariant 1. Although the stati number
of he ks may in rease or de rease, the dynami number of
he ks exe uted is less than or equal to the number exe uted
with Variation-0. Instrumentation is performed identi ally
to Variation-0.
3.2

Variation-2

If Invariant 1 an be weakened, there are many other alternatives for redu ing ode dupli ation; any non-instrumented
node an be removed from the instrumented ode, as long
as the appropriate he ks are added in the he king ode. In
fa t, by guarding all instrumentation operations with he ks,
there is no need to dupli ate any ode. Su h an approa h
will be referred to as Variation-2, and is shown in Figure 6,
whi h illustrates one basi blo k with two instrumented instru tions. Although none of the instru tions themselves
are dupli ated, all instru tions with asso iated instrumentation must he k the sample ondition before exe uting the
instrumentation.

4

Experimental Results

To assess the feasibility of our framework, experiments were
performed to measure both the a ura y and runtime overhead, when applied to two example instrumentations.
4.1

Methodology

Our experiments were performed using the Jalape~no
JVM [2, 5℄ being developed at IBM T.J. Watson Resear h
5

Center. Currently Jalape~no ontains two fully operational
ompilers, a non-optimizing baseline ompiler and an optimizing ompiler [14℄. Jalape~no is written in Java, and begins
exe ution by reading from a boot image le, whi h ontains
the ore servi es of Jalape~no pre ompiled to ma hine ode.
Our ben hmark suite onsists of the SPECjvm98 [24℄
ben hmarks with input size 10, the Jalape~no optimizing
ompiler [14℄ run on a small subset of itself, the Volano
ben hmark [37℄, and the pBOB ben hmark [13℄. The running times of the ben hmarks ranged from 1.1 to 4.8 se onds.
To show that our framework an olle t a urate pro les
in a short amount of time, short running ben hmarks were
hosen and all pro les used for a ura y omparisons were
olle ted using a single run. All overhead timings were olle ted using the median of 10 runs to eliminate noise from
external pro esses. The ben hmarks range in umulative
lass le sizes from 10,156 (209 db) to 1,516,932 (opt- mp)
bytes. All results were gathered on a 333MHz IBM RS/6000
PowerPC 604e with 1048MB RAM, running AIX 4.3.
Our sampling framework is evaluated using the following
two examples of instrumentation:
1.

Call-edge instrumentation All alls are instrumented to re ord the all edge, whi h onsists of the
aller method, the allee method, and the all-site
within the aller method (spe i ed by a byte ode o set). A ounter is maintained for ea h all edge, and
the ounter is in remented on ea h all.

2.

5
Field-a ess instrumentation A ounter is maintained for ea h eld of all lasses. All eld a esses
(generated from a get field or put field byte ode
instru tion) are instrumented to in rement the ounter
for the eld they are a essing. This type of pro le is
useful for a he- ons ious data layout [17, 18, 21℄.

Ben hmark
201 ompress
202 jess
209 db
213 java
222 mpegaudio
227 mtrt
228 ja k
opt- ompiler
pBOB
Volano
Average

Field-a ess (%)
288.2
90.1
15.3
15.7
58.9
77.1
115.2
59.6
49.3
6.3
77.6

Table 1: Time overhead of exhaustive instrumentation without our framework (all exe ution o urs in instrumented
ode) ompared to the original, non-instrumented ode.
running time of the original ode, thus apturing the overhead of the he ks. A full breakdown of the he king overhead is shown in Table 2. Column 1 lists the ben hmarks,
and olumns 2{4 show the exe ution time overhead when
using Variation-0.6 The olumn labeled All Che ks shows
the overhead when he ks are inserted on both ba kedges
and method entries, therefore representing the total ost of
the he king ode. The average ombined overhead is 3.6%,
whi h is quite low, espe ially ompared to the ost of full
instrumentation. The olumns labeled Ba kedges only and
Method entry only report a breakdown of the overhead when
he ks are pla ed only on ba kedges or method entries, respe tively. Although olumn 2 is roughly the sum of olumns
3 and 4, the overhead is not exa tly additive. This ould be
due to omplex downstream e e ts of the inserted he ks
(su h as in reased a he misses), or simply due to noise in
the timing data. It is diÆ ult to a urately measure su h
small overheads; an example of noise in the timing is shown
by ompress, whi h yielded a negative method entry overhead.
Although averaging 4% overhead is very reasonable, it
does not represent a lower bound, as it ould easily be improved upon by using a number of te hniques. First, our
he king implementation does not use any of the PowerPCor Jalape~no-spe i te hniques mentioned in Se tion 2.2.
Furthermore, Jalape~no does not urrently perform loop unrolling, whi h would substantially redu e the ba kedge overhead of the loop intensive appli ations (su h as ompress
and mpegaudio). Similarly, method entry overhead ould be
redu ed by performing more aggressive inlining before instrumentation o urs (these experiments were run using the
default, non-aggressive stati inlining heuristi s).7
The fth olumn, labeled Maximum spa e overhead,
shows the approximate spa e overhead of Variation-0 when
all methods are instrumented. Variation-0 doubles the size
of ea h instrumented method, so the maximum spa e overhead is omputed by summing the sizes of the nal optimized ode for all methods. However, a JVM would need
less than this spa e be ause it would most likely instrument
only a few of the hottest methods, not ne essarily all at
the same time. If spa e is limited, Variation-0 an be used
by limiting the number of methods that are instrumented

All overhead and a ura y data reported (both exhaustive and sampled) were olle ted by instrumenting all methods in the ben hmark, in luding library methods, however
methods in the Jalape~no boot-image were not instrumented.
An adaptive JVM would most likely instrument just a few
of the hottest methods, so instrumenting all methods represents a worst ase s enario regarding overhead. All ode
(both instrumented and non-instrumented) was optimized
pre-exe ution at level O2, whi h is urrently Jalape~no's
highest optimization level [5℄.
4.2

Call-edge (%)
76.2
142.4
5.3
75.9
133.5
121.8
28.4
79.3
75.3
33.9
77.2

Results

Table 1 hara terizes the two pro ling te hniques used in
this study by showing their overhead when applied exhaustively (not using our framework) so that all methods spend
100% of the time in the instrumented ode. The rst olumn
lists the ben hmarks, while the se ond and third olumns
show exhaustive instrumentation overhead for all-edge and
eld-a ess instrumentation respe tively. The all-edge instrumentation averages 77.2% overhead, and the eld-a ess
averages 77.6% overhead. Clearly, these instrumentations
are too expensive to exe ute unnoti ed at runtime.
ode overhead The overhead of the he king
ode was measured by omparing the running time of the
he king ode only (the trigger was set permanently to false,
so exe ution never moved into the instrumented ode) to the

Che king

6 Re all that the he king overhead of Variation-1 is less than or
equal to the he king overhead of Variation-0.
7 It is reasonable to expe t an adaptive system to apply expensive
instrumentation only after simpler optimizations have been applied.

5 We would like to thank Sharad Singhai and Peter Sweeney
from IBM Resear h for the use of their eld-a ess pro ling
implementation.
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Ben hmarks
201 ompress
202 jess
209 db
213 java
222 mpegaudio
227 mtrt
228 ja k
opt- ompiler
pBOB
Volano
Average

Variation-0
All
Ba kedges Method entry Maximum spa e
Che ks (%) Only (%) Only (%)
Overhead (KB)
5.9
3.1
-2.5
40
6.3
4.2
2.3
75
*
*
*
45
1.3
0.6
2.1
128
8.4
7.9
0.9
157
0.9
0.6
*
57
6.1
4.3
*
87
2.6
1.6
1.5
103
2.4
*
2.7
300
2.7
0.6
1.4
36
3.6
2.3
0.8
84

Variation-2
FieldCall-edge (%) a ess (%)
-2.5
102.1
2.3
55.7
*
3.5
2.1
14.2
0.9
52.7
*
60.1
*
43.2
1.5
48.3
2.7
39.1
1.4
1.4
0.8
41.2

Table 2: Time time overhead of the he king ode (exe ution never leaves he king ode { overhead is for the he ks only)
ompared to the original, non-instrumented ode, for both Variation-0 and Variation-2. A \*" is shown for overheads whose
absolute value is less than 0.5%. The fth olumn, Maximum spa e overhead, represents the spa e in rease when all methods
are dupli ated.
samples are triggered). The performan e di eren e represents the time spent performing sampled instrumentation,
and does not in lude the overhead of the he ks. The he king overhead is not in luded in these numbers be ause it is
independent of the instrumentation overhead, and an vary
depending on the implementation (as dis ussed previously).
To assess a ura y, pro les olle ted at di erent sample rates are ompared against a perfe t pro le (whi h is
olle ted by allowing 100% of the exe ution to remain in
instrumented ode) and an a ura y metri is omputed.
An overlap per entage metri is used, similar to that used
in [27℄. Informally, the overlap of two pro les represents the
per ent of pro led information weighted by exe ution frequen y, that exists in both pro les. The following example
de nes more spe i ally how the metri is omputed.
Figure 7 helps des ribe the overlap metri by visually
representing the all-edge pro le for java . Ea h bar represents a all edge, and the y-axis represents the hotness of
the edge, de ned as the per entage of all samples attributed
to that edge. The height of ea h bar shows the hotness
of the edge a ording to the perfe t pro le, while ea h irle (either within or above ea h bar) shows the hotness of
that edge a ording to a sampled pro le. The overlap for
an edge is simply the minimum of the two hotness values.
The overlap per entage of the ben hmark is the sum of the
overlaps for all edges. A sampled pro le that is identi al
to the perfe t pro le yields an overlap per entage of 100%.
Any variation in the sampled pro le from the perfe t pro le
yields an overlap per entage of less than 100%.9 Overlap
for the eld-a ess pro le was omputed in the same way,
but using eld hotness rather than all-edge hotness. The
java pro le shown in Figure 7 yields an overlap of 93.8%,
showing that an overlap of this value orresponds to very
a urate pro le.
Table 3 shows the overhead and a ura y of the sampled
instrumentation, averaged over all ben hmarks, for several
di erent sample rates. Be ause samples are triggered by
ounter-based sampling, sample rates are reported as sample intervals, as shown in the rst olumn of the table. The

simultaneously. When used sele tively, the spa e requirements of Variation-0 ould easily be less of a on ern than
other spa e onsuming transformations, su h as inlining and
spe ialization, whi h an ause potentially exponential ode
growth.
The last two olumns of Table 2 show the exe ution
time overhead of the he king ode when using Variation-2,
for both all-edge and eld-a ess instrumentations. Re all
that Variation-2 does not guarantee to maintain Invariant 1,
and thus the overhead in the he king ode may be higher
or lower than the he king overhead of Variation-0. For
the all edge instrumentation, the average overhead is 0.8%
{ less than the he king overhead of Variation-0. This is
be ause for the all-edge instrumentation, Variation-2 performs he ks on all all edges only (i.e., method entries),
explaining why olumns 4 and 6 are identi al. However,
the average overhead of the eld-a ess instrumentation is
41.2%. Although this is less than the overhead of the exhaustive eld-a ess instrumentation, it is signi antly higher
than the overhead for Variation-0, be ause unlike Variations
0 and 1, the he king overhead of Variation-2 in reases as
more instrumentation is added to the instrumented ode.
Instrumentation overhead and a ura y Next, the overhead and a ura y of the a tual instrumentation (as opposed
to just the he king ode) are evaluated when sampled by
our framework. We implemented Variation-2 and a prototype simulated version of Variation-0, that does not a tually
dupli ate the ode as des ribed in Se tion 2. Instead the
he king ode turns on an instrumenting ag that is he ked
by all instrumentation operations. A separate ag is maintained for ea h method, to properly simulate the behavior
of Variation-0. This approa h produ es instrumentation results identi al to Variation-0, but at the ost of in reased
he king overhead.8
To ompute the overhead of the sampled instrumentation, the running time of the sampling version is ompared
to the running time of the he king ode only (where no

8 This simulated version may ause the overhead numbers to be
ina urate to a ertain degree, but this is not signi ant be ause
the overhead drops lose to zero very qui kly for both Variation-0
and Variation-2. More importantly, the a ura y results are idential to those that would be obtained by an a tual implementation of
Variation-0.

9 Edge hotness in the perfe t pro le sums to 100%. Likewise,
edge hotness in the sampled pro le sums to 100%. Therefore, if the
sampled pro le overestimates the hotness of some edge, it must also
underestimate the hotness of another edge.
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Sample
Interval
1
10
100
1,000
10,000
100,000

Variation-0
Overhd A ur.
(%)
(%)
67.0
100
8.7
99
1.7
98
1.0
96
*
89
*
72

Call-edge
Variation-2
Overhd A ur. Num
(%)
(%) Samples
69.7
100 2.0x106
8.8
98 2.0x105
0.9
97 2.0x104
*
95
2000
*
87
200
*
69
22

Field A esses
Variation-0
Variation-2
Overhd A ur. Overhd A ur. Num
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%) Samples
69.7
100
78.6
100 3.8x107
6.9
99
10.2
98 3.9x106
1.9
99
2.3
96 3.9x105
*
97
1.7
95 3.9x104
*
94
*
93
3900
*
83
*
81
354

Hottness (% of all profiled calls)

Table 3: Time overhead and a ura y of the sampled instrumentation. Overhd shows overhead normalized with respe t to
the he king ode, and thus does not in lude the he king overhead. A \*" is shown for overheads whose absolute value is less
than 0.5%. A ur. shows a ura y as an overlap per entage. Num Samples shows the average number of samples olle ted at
that sample interval when using Variation-2; the number of samples taken when using Variation-0 are almost identi al.
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strumented ode. The a ura y nally degrades at sample
interval 100,000 where there are simply not enough samples
olle ted, given the short running time of the ben hmarks.
When examining this table, one must keep in mind that
the sample intervals are in reasing exponentially, and that
there is a tually a huge range of sample intervals (from 100
to 10,000) that o er extremely high a ura y with almost no
overhead. An area of future work is to investigate whether
adding a small random fa tor to the sample interval an
in rease a ura y.

Perfect profile
Sampled profile

4

As dis ussed in Se tion 2.2, it is possible to use triggers di erent than a ounter-based trigger.
To show the advantages of the ounter-based trigger, its a ura y is ompared against a time-based trigger. Jalape~no
has a threadswit h bit that is set every 10ms by a hardware
interrupt, and is used to determine when the exe uting ode
should yield to the thread s heduler. This threadswit h ode
was modi ed to also trigger a sample, using Variation-0 for
the eld-a ess instrumentation. To make a fair omparison, a sample interval of 30,000 was used for the ounterbased sampling, be ause it resulted in approximately the
same number of samples as the time-based trigger for these
ben hmarks.
Table 4 ompares the a ura y of both te hniques (when
ompared against a perfe t pro le using overlap per entage)
for all ben hmarks. Clearly, ounter-based sampling is more
a urate, averaging 84% a ura y, as opposed to time-based
sampling, whi h averaged 63%; this di eren e in a ura y is
most likely due to the ina urate attribution of samples by
the time-based trigger, as dis ussed in Se tion 2.1. Another
a ura y advantage of the ounter-based trigger is that it
allows the sample interval to be in reased. As previously
shown in Table 3, a shorter sample interval of 100 or 1000
a hieves a mu h higher a ura y (95{99%), while overhead
remains near zero.
Trigger Me hanisms

2

0
0

10

20

30

40

50

Call edges

Figure 7: A graphi al representation of the java all-edge
pro le, illustrating an a ura y of 93.8% using the overlap
per entage metri .
sample interval represents the number of he ks in the he king ode that are exe uted before ea h sample is triggered.
A sample interval of 1000 means that roughly 1=1000th of
the exe ution will o ur in instrumented ode. The next
ve olumns show data for all-edge pro ling, and the last
ve show data for eld-a ess pro ling. Ea h pro ling type
ontains a breakdown of the overhead for both Variation-0
and Variation-2. Variation-2 for ea h instrumentation type
also in ludes a olumn labeled Num Samples, whi h shows
the average number of samples taken for ea h sample interval. The number of samples taken is almost identi al for
both Variation-0 and Variation-2, thus data is reported for
Variation-2 only.
As would be expe ted, in reasing the sample interval
redu es both overhead and a ura y. At sample interval
1,000 there is pra ti ally no overhead for the instrumentation (ex luding he king overhead), and the a ura y is
at or above 95% for both variations and both instrumentations. Even at sample interval 10,000, the a ura y is good,
even though only 1=10; 000th of the exe ution is spent in in-

5

Additional Related Work

We do not know of any framework based on sampling that
allows general instrumentation to be performed at low overhead. The work losest to ours is that of Traub et al. [35℄
whi h des ribes using ephemeral instrumentation to olle t
intrapro edural edge pro les. Their te hnique allows efient edge pro ling by dynami ally rewriting onditional
bran hes in the exe uting ode, ausing exe ution to jump
to instrumentation ode that in rements the frequen y of
8

Ben hmark
201 ompress
202 jess
209 db
213 java
222 mpegaudio
227 mtrt
228 ja k
opt- ompiler
pBOB
Volano
Average

(exhaustive) sampling is turned o for periods of random
length. Viswanthan and Liang [36℄ des ribe a Java virtual
ma hine pro ler interfa e, a general purpose me hanism for
obtaining information from a JVM, supporting both sampling and instrumentation, but not ombining the two. However, unlike our work, these approa hes do not use the onditional he ks to perform ne-grained sampling; instead, the
onditional is used as a swit h to turn exhaustive pro ling
on and o for a given period of time.
There has been work on redu ing the ost of spe i
types of instrumentation [11,12,16,27℄; however, these te hniques are spe i to one kind of instrumentation, and it is
un lear whether they redu e overhead enough to allow the
instrumentation to run unnoti ed in an adaptive system.
Re ent work [8,38℄ has used sampling to redu e the ost
of building the alling ontext tree [3℄, while [15℄ uses sampling to redu e the ost of pro ling program values. These
te hniques are a spe ialized examples of the general te hnique proposed by our framework, that is, using sampling
to redu e the overhead of a previously exhaustive instrumentation.
Aron et al. [9℄ des ribes soft timers, an operating system
fa ility that allows eÆ ient pro essing of high frequen y software events, by strategi ally s heduling them at times when
overhead will be minimized. This is orthogonal to the goal
of ounter-based sampling, whi h triggers high frequen y
samples to a hieve a urate sampling.

Time-based (%) Counter-based (%)
88
98
91
95
66
95
59
73
69
95
51
67
45
94
58
65
75
87
27
71
63
84

Table 4: Comparing the a ura y (overlap per entage) of
eld a ess instrumentation when samples are driven by a
time-based and ounter-based trigger.
the exe uted edge. When used to guide superblo k s heduling, the edge pro les olle ted by this te hnique produ ed
speedups similar those from a perfe t pro le, although a few
ben hmarks showed substantial di eren es.
Unlike our framework, it is not lear how this te hnique
an be used to perform general instrumentation. An interesting approa h would be to ombine both te hniques, using bran h rewriting to trigger the jump from he king ode
to instrumented ode, thus eliminating the overhead of the
he king ode when samples are not being taken. However,
there are other sour es of overhead, su h as maintaining
a he onsisten y, that are introdu ed by the omplexity of
binary rewriting.
Dynamo [10℄ employs a te hnique named NET (Next Exe uting Tail) [26℄ to redu e the pro ling overhead of identifying hot paths. Using NET, when ounters on start-oftra e points ex eed a threshold, the next exe uting tra e is
re orded and assumed to be hot. Although NET potentially
introdu es more noise [26℄ than traditional path pro ling
te hniques, it identi es hot paths qui kly, making it an effe tive hoi e for Dynamo, where all ode is interpreted until
identi ed as part of a hot path, and then optimized.
There are several fundamental di eren es between our
framework and NET. First, our framework assumes the exe ution environment of a JVM, where ode an be optimized either with or without pro ling information. Be ause
reasonable performan e an be expe ted prior to olle ting
instrumentation, there is less need to base optimization deisions on a single sample. Instead, multiple samples an
be olle ted over a longer time period to in rease a ura y.
Se ond, NET is spe i to identifying hot paths, while our
framework allows a variety of instrumentation to be performed. Finally, NET uses multiple ounters to exhaustively re ord the exe ution frequen y of tra es, whereas our
ounter-based sampling uses one ounter to distribute samples a ross all sample points.
Self-93 [30℄ used method invo ation ounters to determine when the all sta k should be sampled. Similar to
NET, Self-93 used multiple ounters (one per method) and
made optimization de isions based on a single sample.
Previous work [17, 27, 36℄ has used the idea of wrapping
ea h instrumentation operation inside a onditional bran h
(as is done in our Variation-2). Calder and Feller [17℄ des ribe onvergent value pro ling, where pro ling is turned
o on e the pro led values appear to have onverged; their
te hnique is ompared against a random sampling, where

6

Con lusions

We have presented a tunable framework for instrumenting
ode that allows previously expensive instrumentation to be
performed with low overhead. The framework uses ompilerinserted ounter-based sampling to swit h between instrumented and non-instrumented ode in a ontrolled, negrained manner. Our sampling te hnique does not rely on
any hardware or operating system support, yet provides a
exible, high frequen y sample rate, ensuring a urate and
deterministi sampling results.
The redu tion in overhead provided by our sampling
framework allows instrumentation to be performed for a
longer period of time, while ausing only minimal performan e degradation, allowing a system to utilize expensive
instrumentation te hniques even without the ability to perform on-sta k repla ement. Our framework also makes it
possible for multiple types of instrumentation to be ombined together at on e, without the normal on ern for overhead. This is a very attra tive approa h for an adaptive
JVM, as it would allow several forms of instrumentation to
be performed at the same time while requiring the method
to be re ompiled only on e. Be ause overhead is ontrolled
ompletely by the framework, implementors of instrumentation te hniques are no longer required to fo us on minimizing overhead, but instead an on entrate on other issues
surrounding online feedba k-dire ted optimization.
Using the Jalape~no JVM with two di erent types of instrumentation, we have shown experimentally that our te hnique an a hieve ex ellent a ura y (a hieving a 95{99%
overlap with a perfe t pro le) with low overhead (on average 4%).
A knowledgments We would like to thank David Grove,
Mi hael Hind, and Peter Sweeney for omments on an earlier
draft of this work. We would also like to thank Mi hael Hind
for his support of this work, and all of the Jalape~no members
who helped fa ilitate our resear h.
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